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1 Otaka's Trace and Its Interpretation 
T. Otaka (1899-1956) is stil1 now an inf1uentia1 scholar in the tradition 
of legal and po1itical philosophy in Japan. His inf1uence， however， may be 
interpreted in various ways. Some scholars evaluate his achievements in the 
post-(Second Wor1d) war period， represented by a paper，“Metaphysics and 
empiricism in 1egal philosophy" (Hotetsugaku ni okeru ke話語δgakuto 
keikenshugi)，2) or a book，“On liberty" (Jiyuron)， 3)some emphasize the 
significance of his works in the pre-war period， for instance，“An inquiry 
泊tothe order of positive law" (Jitteihδ-chitsujo-ron)，4 ) or“On dynamic 
structure of political state" (Kokka-kδzδ-ron).5) 
It is certain that Otaka showed an strong interest， practically in demo嶋
αacy， 1iberty， theoretical1y担 empiricism，relativism， and so on， during the 
* Professor of General Jurisprudenc活，Facu1tyof Law， Osaka University， L.L. D. Tokyo Univer-
sity， 1968. 
1) This paper is a summary， though considerably modified in its content， ofmy original article， 
“The legal philosophy of Tomoo OTAKA"， which appeared in Legal Philosophy in JAPAN I， The 
Annual of Legal Philosophy， 1979， ed. by The Japan association of Legal Philosophy， publ. by 
Yuhikaku， Tokyo. 1 would like to express my gratitude to Prof. J. Tokunaga for his advice to me 
about the materials， 7)and 8). 
2) T. Otaka， Metaphysics and empiricism in legal philosophy， The Japan Quart巴r1yof Legal 
Philosophy (hotetsugaku・shikihδ)vol. 1，1948， Asakurashoten. 
3) Otaka， On liberty， 1952， Keisδshobδ. 
4) Otaka， An inquiry into the order of positive law， 1942， Iwanamishot巴n.
5) Otaka， On dynamic structure of political state， 1936， Iwanamishoten. 
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post-war period. Then， what was characteristic to his pre“war period idea? 
Shall we expect to find there an opposite side of his idea? No， 1 don't 
think so. Then， no difference at al1 there? Again， 1 would say， no. This 
may wel1 be said an overstatement. It is sure that we may find a change 
in Otaka's idea on law， society， and political state， but we should be careful 
in characterizing that change - decisively a great change， or a gradual， ora 
slight change. 
At this time， 1 should like to make a brief comment on Otaka's problem 
said above by paying an attention to his pre-war period achievements. 
1 Otaka and Schutz in Vienna， 1932 
During this period， Otaka energitically wrote many books， inc1uding 
two mentioned above， which have been highly appreciated， and even at 
present. As to tit1e of this short paper， however， attention must be paid 
to the formative period (1929-1932) when Otaka went to Europe， espe-
cially Vienna， Austria， and Freiburg， Germany， to c1arify and to dev.elop his 
focus of study on law， philosophy， and sociology. Even before this experi情
ence， though young， he concentrated to study those fields and pub1ished 
papers one by one， with keen insight and intergrative ability by utilizing 
many achievements， for instance， of Neo-Kantian School， M. Weber， Ed. 
Husser!'s phenomenology in philosophy， A. Vierkandt， F. Tonnies， G. 
Simmel in sociology， H. Kelsen， R. Stammler， G. Radbruchin law.6) It was 
also a remarkable fact that Otaka read M. Weber's "Wissenschaftslehre“ 
under K. Nishida's tutorial in his seminar，7) when Otaka was in Graduate 
School of Facu1ty of Letters in Kyoto University. Here， especially Nishida's 
name should be remembered to whom 1 wi1 mention below in this paper. 
Originally， Otaka was a graduate of Tδkyo University School of Law. Then 
he moved to Kyδto. After his study担 Kyδtoand graduation from that 
University， he became an associate professor KeijδUniversity at that time. It 
was in this period when he was sent to Europe under the financial aid of 
Ministry of Letters. He looked like a scholar able， stimulating， and of ful 
6) The achievements of this period mainly are compiled， after his deatl1， in a book entitled: 
“The social structure of law" (Horitsu no shakaiteki kδzo)， 1957， Keisδshobo. 
7) J. Usui， Essays on sociology (Shakaigaku-ronshu)， Post-script， PP.560・1，1964，Sδbunsha. 
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What appears impressive to me in understanding of Otaka's effort of 
study in abroad may well be symbolized by incidental coincidence of pre-
fatory remarks made by both Otaka and A. Schutz in their each own books. 
日Dersinnhafte Aufbau der sozialen Welt“written by Schutz inc1udes 
the following remarks in its preface: "Innigen Dank schulde ich Herm 
Professor Tomoo Otaka. . . . . . . . furdastiefe Verstandnis， das er meinen 
Gedankengangen entgegenbrachte， und fur seine tei1nehmende Hi1fsbereit姐
schaft， ohne die das Erscheinen dieses Buches unter den jetzigen schwierigen 
Verhaltnissen leicht in Frage gestellt gewesen ware; sowie Herm Dozenten 
Felix Kaufmann， Wien， der das Entstehen meiner Arbeit in allen Phasen mit 
nie erlahmendem Interesse begleitet und gefordert， sich auch der muhevollen 
Durchsicht der Korrekturbogen unterzogen und mir manche uberaus 
wertvolle Anregung gegeben hat.“8) It was published in Vienna， in班arch，
1932. In the same month， March， a litle bit later? ("Ende Marz“，) 1932， 
appeared Otaka's book: "Grundlegung der Lehre vom sozialen Verband‘: 
with the fol1owing remarks in the same Vienna: "Zu innigstem Dank bin ich 
femer Herm Dozenten Dr. Fe1ix Kaufmann und Herrn Dr. Alfred Schutz in 
Wien verpflichtet， die mit groser Bereitwi1igkeit und Sorgfalt das Manuskript 
und die Korrekturbogen meiner Arbeit durchsahen und mir durch verschiedene 
Vorschlage sachlicher und sti1istischer Natur wertvolle Unterstutzung 
angedeihen liesen， sowie Herm Dr. Eugen Fink in Freiburg， der mir durch 
tiefgehende Aufklarung des Sinnes der transzendentalen Phanomenologie bei 
Ausarbeitung des zweiten Kapitels dieses Buches behilflich war."9) 
Both referred to F.五aufmanwho tried to combine phenomenology 
with pure theory of law. 百lIs，too， must be an interesting coincidence 
if we take into account their focus of academic interest. Within the period 
of study in abroad， Otaka at first leamed from H. Kelsen in Vienna， then 
from Ed. Husserl in Freiburg， and again he retumed to Vienna in 1932. 
Whi1e he was getting a bit critical to Kelsen's 'pure theory of law， he was 
8) A. Schutz， Der sinnhafte Aufbau der sozialen Welt， Vorwort， S.lV， 1 Aufl.， 1932， Wien， 
2 unver証nderteAぱ1.，1960，Springer， und S. 10， 1974， Suhrkamp. 
9) T. Otaka， Grundlegung der Lehre vom sozialen Verband， Vorwort， S.Vl， 1932， Wien， 
Springer. 
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rather affirmatively accepted Husserl's transcendental phenomenology. 
A. Schutz who paid a special attention to “subjective meaning" (subjektiver 
Sinn)， that is， one of main themes of M. Weber's understanding sociology， 
dealt with relevant problems raised from. that theme by referring to the 
studies of H. Bergson， and Ed. Husserl on the internal time田consciousness.
That book written by Schutz from this perspective investigates carefully 
several trends of Western thought in connection with problems of under-
standing of self， ego， alter ego which had been raised and developed under 
the unrest mood of Europe. 
Viewed from this perspective， itmay be more than incidental for both， 
Otaka and Schutz that they were interested in and treated similar themes 
at the same place and in the same period under influence of simi1ar trends 
of Western thought， especially Husserl's， Weber's and so on， despite of 
their great difference of where they came from， that is， East and West. 
As 1 have no more precise data to explain the friendly relation between 
them， 1 have to be now contended merely to point out the above， but 
1 would like to continue to trace， ifpossible， what kind of intimate relation 
they had at that time in Vienna. 
11 Phenomenology and Understanding of Social Phenomena 
Next question is what effect gave such an experience in abroad and 
ideas belonging to his formative period to the sequent works of Otaka. 
Let me cite a few notes from his “Dynamic structure of political state": 
“A1fred Schutz's precise study is to be referred in regard to distinction 
and relation of subjective and objective meaning".10) “What we can grasp 
is， as Schutz says， merely an “approximation" to the marginal concept as 
called “meaning intended by somebody else". Although there may be 
an endless variation for approximation of understood objective meaning-
relation to subjective experience， itis solely impossible in reality to reach 
to the meaning itself intended by somebody elseY) The former note 
concerned with W. Dilthey's term of subjective and objective spirit (Geist)， 
10) Otaka， Dynamic structur巴ofpolitical state (Kokka-kδzo-ron)， note 3 at p. 117. 
11) 10) note 7 at p. 117. 
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the 1atter with Weber's term of subjective1y intended meaning. As seen 
in such citations， both concentrate upon白eprob1em of how to grasp 
an objective range of meaning， and how to understand meaning intended 
by the other， which in tum show phenomeno10gica1 or fundamenta1 idea 
under1ying Otaka's approach to society， po1itica1 state， and 1aw. 
Soon after the end of the Second Wor1d War， in1948， he again wrote 
a few words in memory of Husserl in a new preface for revised edition 
of that book，“Dynamic structure of politica1 state":“In writing new 
preface， 1 heartily wou1d like to express my gratitude and condo1ence 
to 1ate professor Edmund Husserl. It is Husserl's phenomeno1ogy which 
makes a philosophica1 basis of this book. As well， itis that professor's 
persona1ity (Personlichkeit) which tru1y awaked me of my passion to 
Wissenschaft. Indeed， he was really a distinguished scho1ar who concent-
rated upon philosophy with fresh mind of youngers despite of his age， 
that is， over seventy years old. When he spoke of phenomeno1ogy in his 
quiet study of suburban community of Freiburg， this older philosopher 
filled with silver hair 100ked 1ike an embodyment of Wissenschaft itse1f. 
The author cou1d never forget that beautifu1ness of b1ue eyes of this Meister 
at that time， asif the younger， committed himse1f to passion to truth. 
The author firm1y believes now that Meister's phenomeno1ogy which gave 
a deeper basis of German philosophy to English empiricism must be actually 
significant， and it must be much more significant at present， than in the 
past."12) It is c1ear that Otaka stil maintained and deve10ped his idea 
even after his retum to Japan which he shared part1y with Schutz. 
Let me now switch my focus of attention to socia1 phenomena inc1uding 
1aw. The following phrase may well serve as an interesting illustration: 
“When we scientifically tηr to observe and study socia1 phenomena， what 
serves as principa1 means for know1edge (Erkenntnis) is a1ready objectified 
meaning content and objective spirit (Geist) fixed on things， such as spoken 
words， written document， performed act， drawn picture， produced instru-
ment， believed religion， and observed 1aws， and so on. In terms of grasp 
of this objective spirit， we proceed furthermore to catch subjective spirits 
under1ying behind it and scientifically to reach to streams of experience 
12) Otaka， 10)， rev. ed.， new Preface， p.3，1938. 
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of alter ego. But unendlessly variable subjective spirit， so far as its 
unendlessness is real1y untraceable， can never be an object in an exact 
sense of science. Subjective spirit can be grasped and brought to knowledge 
only if it is objectified in any form， inother words， only if it is transformed 
from “noesis" to“noema" in order to be an objective spirit"Y) 
It is only possible for us scientifically to understand subjective spirit 
in terms of objective spirit. Here Otaka gave a special emphasis on objective 
spirit， or objective meaning， since he saw principally both words inter-
changeable. In doing so， he seems to keep a slight distance from Weber's 
idea， and his approach apparently represents， so to speak，“spiri tuallisti c" 
tradition， or“internal stream of consciousness" tradition， especially of 
Husserl， asshowed in the citation of noesis and noema. We may， however， 
raise a question of how to reach to objective spirit， or meaning which 1 
shall put aside for the purpose ofthis paper.14) 
IV "Fundierungszusammenhang“and 
Its Application to Law and Politics 
What is essential for this tradition must be answered for the next step. 
For instance，“phenomenology" as emphasized by Otaka is surely an 
important idea and approach， but there are too many books and articles 
including Otaka's to point out its essentials. Therefore， 1 would like again 
to summarize his idea on musical performance as typically expressing this 
trends of mind: Musical idea of composer is expressed on music paper. 
But only when music is repeatedly performed actually， and understood 
and appreciated by audience actually， ithas a social reality. Here i抗tiおs 
factual a郎ct包sof a number of members which g副iv刊ea basis (ι"f向undiおer'詑enぜlピ‘“
for existence of music as ideal object一一 factualacts， however， are spiritual， 
or meaningful acts in a musical sense， which give a basis for it as such lower 
spiritual， or meaningful object connected with physical behaviors.15) 
Otaka's idea may well be understood as an i1luminating example， since 
13) 10) pp. 113f.， 140. 
14) Cf. my original article mentioned above 1) in respect to the problems of subjective-objective 
spirit， orHusserl's phenomenology， and 50 on. 
15) Otaka， Phenom巴nology and law (Gen5hogaku to horitsugaku) in: 6)， p.304. cf. 10) 
pp.120ff. 
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the same idea wi1 be seen in his discussion on the wor1d of human action， 
human relations， institution， etc. “It is also the case with reality of law. 
It is factual acts of a large number of members acting in accordance with 
normative meaning of law which give a basis for its reality'¥16) Positive 
law is law as given a basis by factual meaningful acts of a large number of 
members. Certainly， law is an object belonging to mental， spiritual， ideal， 
meaningful wor1d， center of which is normative meaning. It is produced 
by human spiritual enterprise， and to use Husser1's term， itis a product of 
meaning-constructing work of transcendental intersubjectivity. 17) As 
showed in the case of musical work， however， itis necessary for law to be 
positive law that it is given a basis by factual acts of a large number of 
members， and yet their acts acting in accordance with its normativemeaning. 
Political state， or national State， so far as viewed from this perspective， is
an ideal， spiritual unity as mainly consisting of nation， which in turn has 
a reality through such given basis by their factual relationship. 18) 
Otaka's fundamental idea on law and state in his earlier or pre-war 
period may be summarized in this way. At the first glance， social enterprise 
of human being seems to be conceived by him in a highly idealistic， or 
aprioristic level. Actually， he was not satisfied with that level， but he tried 
to confirm it in connection with the level of social reality， because he 
always paid a special attention to that connection to give a basis 
(， ，Fundierungszusammenhang“). We may perhaps cal Otaka's attempt 
~spiritualisti~ approach to social enterprise of human being on the one 
hand， and ~realistic~ approach to the spiritual on the other.一一 We may 
perhaps find from the latter the intellectual basis of his empiricism， partic-
ular1y dominant in his post-war period thought.一一 Autonomous，indepen-
dent character of normative meaning-content on the one hand， its being 
given a basis by factual acts on the other. 
As a scholar of jurisprudence， he discussed each different role and 
character of legal norms from this perspective， to develop his own panora-
matic theory of structural order of law under the strong inf1uence of German 
legal theory， particularly H. Kelsen's， but considerably modified by Otaka. 
16) 15) p. 304. 
17) 15) p. 302. 
18) 15) p. 309.10) pp. 124ff.， 387. 
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As to the last point， too， itis interesting for us to compare Otaka and 
Schutz. While Kelsen， asit well known， saw basic norm as a corner stone of 
positivity of law， he treated it meta-positive legal， sometimes hypothetical， 
and so on. If Kelsen might aware sufficiently that notion of "Fundierungs-
zusammenhangぺOtakaregretfully thought， Kelsen might overcome the 
limits of his theory of basic norm; 19) By contrast， Schutz (former student 
of law) wrute as follows: "In aller Deut1ichkeit kennzeichnet Kelsen die 
Grundnorm als das Prinzip der idea1typischen Konstruktion jener Deutungs-
schemata， von denen aus die subjektiven Sinnzusammenhange der 
Rechtsakte erst als objektiver Sinnzusammenhang des Rechtes verstanden 
werden konnen.，20) 
What kind of change will be found in Otaka's idea from pre-to post-war 
period is a question raised at the first page of this paper. Main topics such 
as like democracy， relativism， empiricism， on liberty， theory of statutory 
interpretation or construction dominant in the post幽warworks are not 
rar1y treated in his pre-war works. It is also the case with phenomenology， 
or phenomenological approach. He often mentioned it in regard to noema-
noesis， Fundierungszusammenhang， and intersubjectivity. But it may be 
undeniable that there is a change in a delicate sense. First of al， his academ-
ic interest， if1 may be allowed to say， was considerably switched from 
German legal philosophy to British empiricism， which particularly was 
traced in his defensive discussion for democracy， freedom， etc. against 
ideological arguments of political， and yet metaphysical nature such as 
represented by Marxism coming from Hegel - according to Otaka -一戸)
Though there was also a delicate change in his academic interest from 
relativism to emphasis on limits of relativism， which he perhaps learned 
from G. Radbruch's thought gained through his hard years， 1 shall proceed to 
simple concluding remarks for this paper. Spiritualistic tradition mentioned 
above， so far as his idea is concerned， may involve two implications， that is， 
the Western and the Eastern. 
19) 15)p.335.9)S.109[ 
20) 8) S. 347. 
21) A way of his discussion on Hegel's idea may be a good example to guess Otaka's so-called 
change in his thought， because he interpreted and defended fOI Hegel's idea on the political state 
rather liberal against Nazi ideologues' interpretation. 
Cf. Otaka， Hegel's philosophy of law and Fuhrerstaat (Hegel no Hδtetsugaku to Shidosha-kokka)， 
加:Theory of Law and State (Ho oyobi kokka no riron)， dedicated to Dr. S. Sasaki for his sixty ye紅 S
celebration， 1938， Yuhikaku. 
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Whenever we pursue after the last basis of normativeness of law accord網
ing to the Western (1egal) tradition， we perhaps meet certain standardsas 
having simi1ar role or meaning as Kelsen's basic norm having in the pure 
theory of law， that is， so-ca11ed natural law， higher law， or“nomos" in a 
sense of Greek poet or philosopher. Otaka did not accept them at first， 
but during the post晒warperiod， and even in the pre-war period， he seemed 
gradual1y to take an attitude somewhat affirmative for standards of this 
sort. One of good examples of such standards is certain measure， that is 
“Nori" to control and to make politics of arbitrary tendency return to the 
ordinary proper course， according to which it originally was expected to 
work and actually worked戸) He often mentioned to and emphasized it 
in order to justify the post-war democracy in Japan. But， there may be 
another implication. He also paid a special atiention to“Kokutaiぺsoto 
speak， a living form of nation based on intimate concert peculiar to J apanese 
of Tennδand people， inthis period?3) 1 have no intention here precisely 
to trace and analyze such an interesting relation of Nori and Kokutai in his 
theory of law and politics. Rather， what 1 am thinking and wondering at 
last is Japanese way of thinking and its hidden impact on Japanese accept-
ance of the Western. For instance， Nori is invisible. It is acceptable only 
by means of that meaningful intuition. In this respect it may also be related 
to Otaka's phenomenological understanding， and furthermore the Western 
spiritualistic tradition. On the other hand， itis undeniable that the usage 
of word “Nori" has been conditioned by the Eastern tradition， whether 
Buddhistic， or Confucianistic. It is also the case with “Kokutai". If it 
could be understood a nation's living form of paternalistic feature， we may 
perhaps recall our memory on pre-modern absolutistic body politic， or 
militaristic Japan during the Second World War. Otaka's usage seems not 
always covered by this memory， but also to be accompanied by his attempt 
22) Otaka， What is the last basis underlying law? (日δnokyukyoku ni釘umono)， p.162， 1947， 
rev. ed.， 1965， Yuhikaku. 
23) This idea appeared in a series of Otaka's papers written for the purpose of criticism and 
reply to Prof. T. Miyazawa's who was also a most intimate colleague of Otaka. Cf. Otaka， Popular 
sovereignty and emperorship (Kokuminshuken to Tennosei)， in: A system of new constitution (Shin 
Kenpδ-taikei)， Kokuritsushoin， 1947. Miyazawa， Popular sovereignty and emperorship， 1957， 
Keisoshobo. 
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of how to overcome dilemmas under1ying the so-called “civil society". 24) 
In adition， there may have been not a few J apanese intellectuals inc1uding 
K. Nishida， who more or les， are not far from such a mood of thinking 
despite of their acceptance of the Western. 
24) This could be traced back to his origina1 idea of Korperschaft (Kyosei司shakaidantai)as given 
a role to overcome such a dichotomy of G巴meinschaftand Gesellschaft. Cf. Otaka， 9)SS. 190ff. 
10) p.398.・Thefollowing passage may well point out Otaka's orientation under the hard atmosphere 
of that pre-w紅 period: “Inhis Theory of State Structure [Kokka-kδzo-ron] (1936)， a landmark in 
the development of the Japanese school of social science， Professor Odaka Tomoo laments ‘the lack of 
∞司ordinationbetween thought and action'. When he published the book he fervently proclaimed 
that in order ‘to grasp the soul of th巴State'he would ‘serve as a common soldier in the front line 
operation of the scholars'. Yet in this very place (Preface， p.2) he adds:‘My inquiries in this book 
have no direct relation to any effort to display the specia1 State structure of the Japanese Empire in 
its practica1 significance.' When we consider the period in which this book was published， such a 
statement poignantly reca!ls how bitterly schola:τs struggled under th巴 oldregirne to preserve the 
academic intergrity of State science and politica1 science" ([・H ・H ・]is added by the citator). M. 
Maruya:ma， Thought and behaviour in modern Japanese politics， ed. by 1.Morris， p.231， 1963， Oxford 
Univ. Press. 
